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According to the OECD adults who cannot achieve test 

scores at or above level 3 (276 points) on 

international adult literacy surveys cannot be counted 
on as productive citizens (workers) in a (constructed) 

knowledge economy.  
 

Governments in Canada are increasingly reframing 

adult literacy through statistics and standardized 
measures. Literacy is being translated into workforce 

essential skills and labour-market competencies. 
 

Learners in adult literacy programs who do not 

conform to normative standards and do not 
demonstrate improvement on the IALS numerical 

scale are considered social and economic threats to 
themselves, their family, and their country. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

all the words we use  
 

embedded in bodies are 

meanings we make 
movements we feel 

worlds we sense 
places we stand 

stories we believe 
assumptions we swallow  

lies we tell 
 

all the words, all the numbers, all the symbols 
 

colonized in body  

categorized by tests 
leveled by scores 

sanitized by thresholds 
normalized by passing 

skills counted in 
learners counted out 

people erased  
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This poster presentation summarizes my research for my doctoral thesis in which I examine 
power/knowledge constructs about how literacy is defined and measured within institutional 
and policy bodies of knowledge. I compare these constructs with how learners self-identify 
as learners and how they make meaning of their literacy learning and improvement. My 
research questions are: How do learners in adult literacy programs experience the literacy 
learning process? How do learners know they are improving and what happens when this 
knowledge is translated into institutional accountability and policy discourses?  
 
The study brings together three theoretical orientations in order to investigate what happens 
to learners’ first-hand knowledge about literacy, learning, and improvement as it intersects 
with institutional and policy “knowledges” (Darville 1999, 275) that privilege enumerative 
measures and economic meanings of literacy (Atkinson  2012; Hamilton 2012). I intentionally 
use the phrase learners’ knowledge rather than learner perceptions or perspectives as a way 
to distinguish between individual viewpoints and collective bodies of knowledge(s). I want to 
interrogate the philosophical predispositions behind divergent knowledges of literacy and 
measurement in an effort to untangle the troubling act of tying locally situated learning to 
abstract and reductionist measures of literacy.   
 
The research design draws upon concepts from Disability Studies, New Literacy Studies 
(NLS) and Actor-Network Theory (ANT), as well as my experience as a literacy practitioner 
and administrator. Informed by these three theoretical orientations, I closely and carefully 
examine associations of power within and between learners and institutional and policy 
bodies of knowledge. In the study I examine intersections of divergent conceptions about 
literacy, learning, and improvement as found both in expressed learner voices and in written 
texts in systems of program accountability and policy discourse.  
 
The ANT concept of “translation” offers ways to closely examine power as an effect in 
networks of social ordering (Fenwick & Edwards 2010; Latour 2005). The NLS concepts of 
subjectivity (learner as knower) and literacy as social practice position the research from the 
standpoint of the learner (Barton 2009; Duncan 2009; Hamilton 2009; Quigley 1997; 
Ramdeholl 2011; Tett and Maclachlan 2007). ANT and NLS have been paired together by 
others to theorize power disparities between practice and policy in education (Brandt & 
Clinton 2002; Fenwick & Edwards 2010; Hamilton 2012), but Disability Studies has yet to be 
taken up by adult literacy scholars.  
 
Disability Studies offers ways to look at how adult literacy learners are positioned in relation 
to what is deemed normal literacy. Interrogating the concept of normalcy involves 
questioning “how normalcy was constructed in the first place” (Titchkosky & Michalko 2009, 
6). Questioning the normalization of adult literacy requires more than critiquing the current 
dominant discourses. Rarely discussed in adult literacy research is how that discourse is 
shaped by oppressive historical literacy-education practices exercised in intelligence testing, 
eugenics, and special education. Considering the histories of these social industries will shed 
light on current discourse and practices in adult literacy that mirror what Disability Studies 
scholar Lennard Davis (1995) calls the “hegemony of normalcy” (49).  
 
There are few studies, particularly in Canada, on the troubles/problems with how 
measurement of adult literacy is conceived and constructed. My hope is that this study offers 
new insight into how learners’ knowledge is counted out and erased in institutional and policy 
discourse. I also hope that this research contributes to furthering Canadian scholarly work on 
adult literacy as an instrument of social ordering (Atkinson 2012; Darville 2011; Jackson 
2005; Pinsent-Johnson 2011; Steeves 2010). 
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